REP. DAVE LOEBSACK, D-IA

Loebsack stresses manufacturing.

By BRENT GRIFFITHS

Rep Dave Loebsack, D-Iowa, has served nearly six years in Congress, and he is now facing off against Republican candidate John Archer on several key issues, including unemployment — which stands at approximately 9.3 million people in Iowa — and job creation.

Loebsack believes one of the main obstacles to job creation is economic uncertainty, which is due to a variety of factors, including the expiration of the Bush-era tax cuts, saying it "creates a drag on the economy."

"Everybody is talking about uncertainty," he said. "Of course, investors want certainty as well. Companies want certainty, of course investors want uncertainty, which is due to a variety of factors."

"We need to make sure America and the world understands that Iowa is not a flyover community or state," Archer told The Daily Iowan during an exclusive interview Sept. 27. "We have the ability here in Iowa through our small businesses and farmers to feed, fuel, and clothe the world."

"We're going to make sure Iowa is a place where companies want to come," he said.

"I was president [of the fraternity and] we thought it was an important event. We want to bring up this issue and all we are trying to do is help our commnity to tackle these issues a lot quicker and more efficient," Phi Delta Theta and Pi Beta Phi hosted the second Walk a Mile in Her Shoes event, the men who participated wore high heels to show support and to sexual assault.

"I actually helped start the event last year," Phi Delta Theta member Patrick Lunn said. "I was presented (at the fraternity) that we thought it was an important issue in the community.Obviously, there's sort of a pervasive stereotype about the male in the Greek community, and we thought we could change that stereotype and also raise awareness about a good cause."

"The UI saw 10 cases of forcible sex offenses on campus in 2011, an increase from six in 2010 and nine in 2009, according to Iowa City police," the report is still under investigation. "The more people coming in, the better everyone gets help," said Don Letendre, the dean of the UI College of Pharmacy. "And that's not an environmental thing."

By Brent Griffiths
Man faces theft, forgery charges

Derek Jarred Rainey, 22, 649 S. Governor St., was charged Sept. 29 with receiving stolen property and perjury. Rainey, of the 500 block of S. Washington St., is accused of forging the checks and cashing them. According to a complaint, Mike Sperling, 50, 521 N. Gilbert St., was by officers. Spangrud became increasingly agitated and refused to put his hands behind his back to comply with their request. An officer stated escalating language and gesturing during the struggle. Spangrud allegedly grabbed the officer's belt and violently twisted it, partially throwing the officer for a short distance. The complaints said officers used a Taser to gain compliance from Spangrud. Spangrud is charged with disorderly conduct.

DM man faces numerous charges

A 62-year-old man was charged Sept. 29 after allegedly striking a passerby who got too close to his vehicle. According to a series of Iowa City police complaints, Erik Spangrud, 27, 521 N. Gilbert St., reached out of his holder. A witness to the incident who was a fellow student contacted David Gould. "I can't sign it yet and thinks the course isn't focused on that competitive aspect: only building a résumé; you have to be responsible and committed to a project. By working on a course like this, you've board of any other students who plan to sign up for the course yet and thinks the course is tough to make commitments with a home school learning,” he said.
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W. Bush’s administration. According to a 2009 Congressional Research Service report about the tax credit, “this action resulted in ‘significant increases in repatriated earnings’ but ‘empirical evidence is unable to show a corresponding increase in domestic investment or employment.’

The expiration of the wind-energy tax credit is also another major issue surrounding job creation in Iowa. Archer believes “we can’t pull the rug out from those industries right now.” First Archer, that will take away jobs here and himself and Republican presidential candidate Mitt Romney, who has said he will veto any government stimulus. “I don’t necessarily know if [Romney] understands the economic impact of washing away the tax credit to Iowa,” he said, pointing out that Fort Madison recently lost more than 400 jobs in a fertilizer plant because of the uncertainty over the tax credit. Archer also spoke about those concerns when talking he believes it should provide “economic certainty” that would lower and characterize the current rate for former as “deceiving.” He also stated “it would be wise to jump on this train and go forward.”

Trade agreements

Archer: These three trade agreements were good things. We compete globally, and for Congressmen Loeb sack not to understand that is a crying shame.

Defense cuts

Archer: We have to look at, it historically, if we have to eliminate forward bases around the world, eliminating the bases without jeopardizing men and women in the theater. We need to take former bases to save tax payers dollars.

China

Archer: [There are] rules out there — individuals have to play by those rules. We need to be firm, aggressive, but I don’t believe there will be trade war with China anytime soon.
Guest Opinion

Debates and post-truth politics

As polls show President Obama widening his lead over Mitt Romney in Iowa, both candidates are busy preparing for the debates scheduled for Wednesday, the stakes for both Obama and Romney are absolutely monumental. And with the debates come heightened scrutiny of the candidates, both campaigns will be under intense scrutiny. The debates are supposed to allow voters to make an informed choice, but they have also been marred by political division and partisanship.

Congressman Dave Loebsack (D)
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Letters to the Editor

Writing in common

With this article about the 2012 presidential election and its effect on early voting, I have one quick question: Why do you believe that there was no influence of the presidential election on early voting?

Steve Byham

Elections 2012

Iowa’s Second District race

Iowa’s Second District congressional race is narrowing as early voting draws to a close. The Republican candidate, state Rep. John Archer (R), is expected to outvote the incumbent Democratic congressman, Dave Loebsack (D), in the district. The race is considered a toss-up, with both candidates working hard to secure the victory.
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Choose carefully

With the election just days away, it’s time to stop glossing over the real issues and start thinking critically about the candidates and their policies. Voters have a responsibility to consider the long-term impact of their choices and to think about the future of our country.

Mike Stone

THE BALANCED BUDGET AMENDMENT IS THE SHOREST COURSE FOR THE UNITED STATES

The Balanced Budget Amendment, which was proposed in the 1990s by a group of Republicans, is intended to prevent the federal government from running budget deficits. The amendment has been the subject of much debate in recent years, with some arguing that it would help reduce the national debt and others saying that it would unnecessarily restrict the government’s ability to respond to economic challenges.

Paul Wooten

THE AMERICAN EDUCATION SYSTEM

The American education system faces a number of challenges, including declining public funding, rising costs, and a widening achievement gap. Despite these challenges, educators and policymakers continue to work towards improving the system and ensuring that all students have access to quality education.

Susan Johnson

Supporting Obama

As the election approaches, it is clear that supporting President Obama will make a difference in the outcome of the race. His policies and leadership have been instrumental in improving the economy, investing in education, and expanding health care access. By voting for Obama, we can help ensure a brighter future for all Americans.

Mary Brown
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FLOYD TROTS BACK HOME

Floyd is back in Iowa City. A week after a stunning loss to Central Michigan, the Hawkeyes responded with an excellent all-around performance in a 31-13 victory over rival Minnesota. Iowa jumped out to a huge halftime lead behind another great Mark Weisman performance and a bold flea-flicker touchdown.

BY THE NUMBERS

169  Times James Vandenberg has been sacked since the first game of the season.

17.4  Rushing yards per game for Mark Weisman in the last three games.

QUOTED

‘I think it’s well-documented we’ve lost this game twice in a row now. It’s like any game; you’d rather be on the winning end. That’s exactly what that pig represents to us. It’s the team that wins; you want to possess it for that reason.’ — Head coach Kirk Ferentz

‘Coach Davis said we run it once or twice a year, for the alumni.’ — Quarterback James Vandenberg on Iowa’s second-quarter flea-flicker.
Game Recap

ON THE WEB
For even more photos and multimedia from the game, go to www.dailyiowan.com

MINNESOTA   13

KEY PLAYS
• After a first quarter in which Mark Weisman gashed the Gopher defense for more than 100 yards, the Hawkeyes capitalized by running a flea-flicker early in the second. Weisman flipped the ball back to Vandenberg, who threw it to wide-open Jordan Cotton for a 47-yard touchdown.

• Christian Kirksey put an exclamation point on the win for Iowa when he grabbed a slant pass out of the air and took it 68 yards for a touchdown with just over five minutes left in the game.

GAME BALLS
IOWA
Offensive line
Mark Weisman is an impressive runner, but it’s time to recognize how much room he is being given to run. The Hawkeye blockers, particularly the left side of the line, have improved significantly. They are blasting holes open for Weisman on every drive.

MINNESOTA
A.J. Barker
Not many Gopher players had impressive games. But wide receiver A.J. Barker played capably, catching 5 passes for 74 yards. He was Minnesota’s only real offensive threat all game.

THUMBS UP
Forcing turnovers. Greg Castillo, Tanner Miller, and Christian Kirksey all made Gopher quarterback Max Shortell pay for mistakes with interceptions. Miller’s was an impressive catch along the sidelines, and Kirksey ran his back for a touchdown. The junior linebacker also recovered a fumble in the game.

THUMBS DOWN
Second-half offense. Iowa got away from its Weisman-centered attack in the second half, and the chemistry between Vandenberg and his receivers has not improved much. The senior quarterback threw the ball at nobody numerous times. Keenan Davis and Kevonte Martin-Manley appeared to run the wrong route a time or two.

‘I just kind of wanted to take a sledgehammer to [the empty trophy case]. Thank god we beat Minnesota so we can get one of those trophy cases filled. It was just annoying. It was kind of like a reminder of your shortcomings.’
— linebacker James Morris
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‘I just kind of wanted to take a sledgehammer to [the empty trophy case]. Thank god we beat Minnesota so we can get one of those trophy cases filled. It was just annoying. It was kind of like a reminder of your shortcomings.’
— linebacker James Morris

— linebacker James Morris

(Above) Iowa running back Mark Weisman scores a touchdown against Minnesota in Kinnick Stadium on Sept. 29. (The Daily Iowan/Adam Wesley) (Bottom Left) Iowa wide receiver Don Shumpert tackles Minnesota’s Troy Stoudermire on a kick return in Kinnick Stadium on Sept. 29. (The Daily Iowan/Adam Wesley) (Bottom Right) Iowa wide receiver Jordan Cotton scores during the game against Minnesota in Kinnick Stadium on Sept. 29. (The Daily Iowan/Adam Wesley)

Recap

HOME
The Best Holidays in No Particular Order:

- Thanksgiving … because in this country we give thanks and think of others.
- New Year's Eve … because it’s a good time to separate the casual drinkers from the true career lauds.
- Fondue … because generosity will always make it remembered and enjoyed. (I can’t say the same for the money you need to spend.)
- President’s Day … because trade secrets are slimming.
- Valentine’s Day … because even the palest, hairiest, and ugliest tie can look good.
- St. Patrick’s Day … because it’s a good excuse to drink and dance too.
- Halloween … because the ugly tie will see some recognition for their hard work.
- President’s Day … because nothing says pious like a 100-year-old man saying “Woo-hoo!”
- New Year’s Eve … because the best argument against democracy is a five-minute conversation with the average voter.
- Grandparent’s Day … because even the age of technology has brought people together.
- Valentine’s Day … because it keeps people from killing themselves for fear of not being loved.
- Thanksgiving … because it keeps the ugly tie from dying for lack of love.
- New Year’s Eve … because the world is all well and good, but without your own holiday, you’re nothing but a nobody.
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practice with more focus and attention to detail, and the rewards are visible on the field.

“Kids are coming in and saying, ‘I think the kids enjoy it. It’s always fun to come out and not be serious,’” Henderson said.

“Hawkeye color argyle socks. It’s been so popular, we’re able to leave Carver-Hawkeye Arena on Sunday. The event, hosted by We Are the World, raised money for local youth programs. Former Iowa basketball player Duez Henderson talks to young fans at the Iowa Celebrity Allstar Classic in Carver-Hawkeye Arena on Sunday. Weisman plays in gray and the rewards are visible.
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Michigan State Swimmer Shines in Perfect Regatta Under New Coach
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Michigan State nabbed a blue ribbon, finishing in third place in the 2012 Griak Regatta under new head coach Sharron Dongman. It was Michigan State's first victory at the Griak since 1999.

The Griak, which was named after the head of a Native American chief, is the largest collegiate rowing regatta in the United States. It was held on Sept. 28 in Des Moines, Iowa. The regatta includes races for varsity, novice, and masters crews.

Michigan State's winning entry was the 4th varsity boat, which finished in the top three for the first time since 1999. The team's victory was attributed to the leadership of co-captain Hannah Clark.

Clark, a senior, and her teammates had been training for months to prepare for the Griak. Clark said, "Every time we get a chance to race, we work hard to improve."

After the Griak, Clark said, "We're really happy with our performance. We've been working hard all season, and it finally paid off."

Michigan State's victory was a significant achievement for the team, which had been struggling in recent years. The team's victory was a result of a strong team effort, with all members contributing to the team's success.

The team's victory was a testament to the hard work and dedication of the team members. It was a moment of celebration for the team, and a moment of inspiration for the team's future.
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HELP WANTED

Key Resources Inc. is looking for Quality Production Line Assemblers in a New City. Candidates must enjoy customized work stations, team-oriented production skills, and a keen eye for detail. Previous manufacturing experience required coupled with great work history.

Please call or apply online today:

Key Resources Inc.
300/ day parking space available

YOUR OPTION

bedroom, 1-1/2 bath, now hiring

US FIRST for top prices

Desk? Table? needed for your SELL UNWANTED

daily-iowan-classified@uiowa.edu

30 days. . . . . . . . . . . . $4.08/word

Phone:  319-335-5784

Email:
daily-iowan-classified@uiowa.edu

HELP WANTED

ACCOUNT CLERK II

JOHNSON COUNTY ADMINISTRATIVE OFFICE

IOWA CITY

Provide supporting services to the County Treasurer's Office including bookkeeping duties, collection and remittance of County revenues and court costs. Must meet minimum education and experience requirements.

Please call or apply online today:

Key Resources Inc.

300/ day parking space available

YOUR OPTION

bedroom, 1-1/2 bath, now hiring

US FIRST for top prices

Desk? Table? needed for your SELL UNWANTED

daily-iowan-classified@uiowa.edu

30 days. . . . . . . . . . . . $4.08/word

Phone:  319-335-5784

Email:
daily-iowan-classified@uiowa.edu

HELP WANTED

ATTENTION PRODUCTION WORKERS

We Want You To Join Our Team!

FULL & PART-TIME 2ND SHIFT WASHINGTON, I A

• EARN TO BUY IN - • WORK WEEKLY PAYCHECK

• GREAT BENEFITS • MANAGEMENT TRAINING

$15/hr $15/hr, 4pm - 11pm

Message board: apply.sjobs.com

Call or apply online today:

Key Resources Inc.

300/ day parking space available

YOUR OPTION

bedroom, 1-1/2 bath, now hiring

US FIRST for top prices

Desk? Table? needed for your SELL UNWANTED

daily-iowan-classified@uiowa.edu

30 days. . . . . . . . . . . . $4.08/word
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Iowa wide receiver Jordan Cotton scores on a 47-yard touchdown reception against Minnesota in Kinnick Stadium on Sept. 29. Cotton had 2 catches in the Hawkeyes' 2-1 upset victory over Ohio State. (Samuel Louwagie/The Daily Iowan)

Jordan Cotton had a coming-out party against Minnesota, but it was a long road to get there.

By Tork Mason

Iowa field-hockey all-time coaching wins
3. Tracey Gravenbaum – 150 (2000-present)

The story of Mark Weisman has grabbed the attention of Iowa football fans – and the rest of the nation, for that matter, as well. Weisman is not a typical college football player.

He went from obscurity to superstardom sooner than expected.

"After one game, you're kind of like, 'Hmm, hope I'm seeing it right,'" Ferentz said on Sept. 25 that Bullock was finally reach the end zone. Barnett's equalizer provided the neces- sary boost Iowa needed to complete what was seemingly impossible for more than an hour of the match. Ohio State dictated the pace of play for all but the final eight minutes. The Buckeyes' blistering offense caused prob- lems for the stout Iowa defense, and they found holes that helped to penetrate the layered backline.

Barnett, who recorded 31 goals during a six-game win streak before Sunday's affair, put Iowa on its heels. Freshman Peanut Johnson, hatred in the first goal of the afternoon in the 28th minute to give Ohio State a 1-0 lead.

It was the first time all season Iowa trailed while playing at home.

"We had to make a lot of changes," head coach Tracey Gravenbaum said. "It was the spectacular fashion that I will always re- member. Everyone really stepped up." Not even the head coach, who reached

We Are the World executive director Cleo Goodwin.

"We are the World" comprises of helping at-risk kids that début- ed in 1996 at Mount Pleasant, Iowa. The organization has to fill Carver," Barnett said.

Log on to see exclusive photo slide shows and multimedia pieces from the Hawkeyes' Floyd-winning victory over Minnesota.

Iowa forward Sarah Drake charges through the defense at Grant Field on Sunday. The Hawkeyes rallied to defeat the Buckeyes, 2-1. (The Daily Iowan/Samuel Louwagie)

Iowa soccer finished in draws against Michigan and Michigan State over the weekend, but the No. 11 Hawkeyes had been bat- tled out of the match, Jessica Barnett said. "We played not as main perfect in the second quar-

Iowa wide receiver Jordan Cotton scores on a 47-yard touchdown reception against Minnesota in Kinnick Stadium on Sept. 29. Cotton had 2 catches in the Hawkeyes' 2-1 upset victory over Ohio State. (The Daily Iowan/John Kilgore)